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Generation of gnotobiotic mice using OMM12 and OMM19.1 cryostock vials from the DSMZ 

(www.dsmz.de/miBC) 

Prior to colonisation via cryostock (bacteria suspension frozen in ca. 14% glycerol) in vials, mice are placed in 

appropriate gnotobiotic housing (isolators, isocages/gnotocages). This must be performed in a disinfected (e.g., 

Virkon 1%, Clidox, UV light, etc.), fully sterile area, such as a sterilised laminar hood, to reduce contamination risk. 

The equipment and working area should be sterilised (and disinfected before being placed under the laminar), sterile 

gowns worn and hands sterile gloved and disinfected. Sterile working is performed by two individuals, similar to the 

method described in (Paik et al., 2015).  

The stocks should be frozen until the last possible moment; only thaw cryostocks once equipment, personnel and 

cages with mice are all ready. Cryostocks contain strict anaerobes, so time after thawing and exposure to oxygen 

should be minimised for optimal colonisation (in our hands, maximum four minutes to thaw, mix and be ready to 

gavage first mouse). Two stocks must be mixed together to create either the OMM12 or OMM19.1 consortia, as 

described below.  

• Ensure the vial and the rubber cap have been disinfected prior to use (i.e., soaked in disinfection solution, 
followed by wiping with disinfection wipe to reduce risk of disinfection solution entering the vial, or ethanol 
+ flame).   

• Thaw both cryostock vials (e.g., OMM‐basis and OMM-ext-1.2) quickly using gloved‐hand heat, tipping the 

vial to ensure mixing.   

The amount of cryostock used is dictated by your animal proposal. For the purpose of this method example, we 
inoculate a total of 150 µl cryostock solution per mouse.   

Amount of cryostock solution needed per cage = 

(150 µl x No. of mice) + 100 µl extra (depends on the size of the gavaging needle) 

e.g., (150 µl x 4) + 100 µl = 700 µl total solution needed for 1 cage of 4 mice  

 

• Once fully thawed, pierce the top of the vial using the needle and syringe. Withdraw 50% of the total solution 

needed for one cage (e.g., 350 µl) from the first vial (OMM-basis), then remove needle.  

• Withdraw the next 50% of the total solution (e.g., 350 µl) from the second vial (e.g., OMM-ext-1.2) for 700 µl 

total in syringe.  

• Withdraw a small anaerobic air bubble from WITHIN the second vial, into the syringe, and remove needle 

from vial.  

• Carefully tip syringe upside down and upright, 3‐4 times, until mixed. The air bubble should move around the 

syringe, assisting the mixing process.  

• Tip the syringe and needle so the needle points upwards. Remove the needle and replace with gavage 

needle/feeding tube.   

• With the syringe still pointing upwards, push out the mixing bubble, and fill the gavage needle with bacterial 

suspension, ready for the first inoculation.  

NOTE: Thawing to gavaging should take no longer than 4‐5 minutes.  

• Fix first mouse in hand, and orally inoculate 50 µl, followed immediately by 100 µl rectally (5mm entry rectally 

is sufficient). Run‐off is normal, although allowing the mouse 5‐10 seconds to defecate prior to rectal 

inoculation can be helpful.  

• Repeat inoculation for all other mice in the cage. The same gavage‐needle should be used for all mice in one 

cage to ensure a speedy process.  

• Use fresh cryostocks, gavage needles and equipment for each cage of mice.  

• This procedure should be repeated a second time, 72 h after first inoculation, as described in Eberl et al. 2020.  
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